When a half-second segment of a noise is played repeatedly, it initially creates a "whooshing" perception. With longer listening, however, individual features like "clanks" and "rasping" emerge. It is easy to tap the period of the perceived structure. This offers a possibility to investigate the mechanisms underlying the perception of these distinct features. The present study addresses the subject of the temporal and spectral extent of the physical correlates of these percepts. Five subjects participated in this study, and their tapping is in notable, although not perfect correlation. The physical correlate of the features can be confined in time to intervals as small as 100 ms. This segment of the stimulus is processed largely independendy from the rest of the noise sample. Spectral processing is, in general, local. Some features, however, are spread over more than one octave. In 3 cases out of 25, across-channel processing is apparent. 
INTRODUCTION I. EXPERIMENT I: TEMPORAL EXTENT
Guttman and Julesz (1963) investigated the lower limit of periodicity detection. They found that a random waveform with an infratonal periodicity from 20 cycles per second (cps) down to Icps can be effortlessly perceived as periodic. Whereas in the range of 20 to 4 cps, these sounds are heard as "motorboating," they are heard as "whooshing" in the range of 4 to 1 cps. In the whooshing region, distinct perceptive events such as "clanks" and "rasping" emerge with longer listening.
There have been attempts to find salient features in the spectrograms of repeated noises which could be identified as the physical basis of the events heard in repeated noises (Limbert, 1984 ; unpublished analysis of own data). They failed to identify the physical correlate of the perceived events. Other studies on temporally Warren, 1987, 1990) or spectrally (Warren and Bashford, 1981; Bashford and Warren, 1990 ) modified repeated noises did not reveal whether the physical correlate of the perceived events was confined in time and spectrum, or whether a kind of holistic pattern processing takes place.
It is the aim of the present study to determine the temporal and spectral extent of the physical correlate of the "clanks" and "rasping." Two experiments study the temporal (I) and spectral (III) extent of the portion of the repeated noise segment that leads to the perception of the feature. The comparison of the data reveals intersubject differences. These could be due to differences in the perception of the noise sample or in the interpretation of the perceived structure. Experiment II is a supplement to experiment I and tries to resolve this ambiguity. alPlease send correspondence to this address. Brubaker and Warren (1987) raised the question whether the detection of the periodicity inherent to repeated noise is based solely on the detection of the recurrence of a "singularity" or whether it is based on holistic processing of the entire pattern. They presented subjects with repeated noises made up of three frozen segments of noise (A, B, and C) in two different cyclical orders (ABCABC.-. vs ACBACB...).
The subjects could readily distinguish these two series. This would have been impossible if the subjects could only detect the recurrence of a single "singularity," for instance in segment A. The detection of several singularities, however, would allow the subjects to distinguish the two orders. The subjects would simply compare the patterns of the recurring components as they do with fast recycled sequences of three or four successive sounds (e.g., high and low tones, buzzes and hisses; cf. Warren and Ackroff, 1976 ).
The question of Brubaker and Warren was directed toward the detection of the periodicity. Their task, however, involved not only the detection of the periodicity but also higher-order processing (comparison) of the perceived periodic structure. The original question "On which parts of the noise sample does the detection of periodicity depend?" thus remains unanswered. Experiment II may be seen as an answer to this question. Experiment I, on the other hand, was designed to answer a slightly different question: "On which parts of the noise sample does the perception of the periodically recurring distinct events depend?" Does it make sense to think that the entire period might influence the perception of the features of repeated noise:? There are examples where the perceived starting point (and thus emphasis) of a cyclical structure depends on the entire pattern. Imagine a repeating two-tone melody (e.g., AABABBAAAB repeated cy-clically and rather fast). Preusser (1972) found that the start or the end of the longest run of identical tones (i.e., the triple A, in the example above) would define the perceived starting point which was perceived as emphasized. In this case all of the sequence is important to determine the perceived emphasis.
It is the aim of experiment I to find out whether the perceived events result from such holistic pattern processing or whether they are due to features in the noise sample which can be confined to some temporal interval.
A. Method
The tapping task allows us to study repeated noises in the whooshing range. The repeated noises were presented to the subjects, and the subjects had to tap the perceived period (i.e, once per period). Limbeft and Patterson (1982; Limbert 1984) showed that tapping to periodic noises occurs consistently at one point within one presentation. A study by the author (Kaernbach, 1992) has shown that this tapping point may be reproduced with a high probability in a later presentation of the same noise segment. Thus slight modifications to the noise segment may be introduced and tapping to the modified noise sample may be compared to the original tapping point. This allows us to use the tapping task to study the physical correlate of the perception of repeated noise.
Repeated noise was presented to the subject. The presentation ended when the subject has tapped eight times. The repeated noises were digitally generated and convened by a 16-bit converter at a rate of 20 kHz with a low-pass filter at 10 kHz. The spectral power density of the Gaussian noise was 24 dB SPL per Hz. The numerical noise-generating algorithm is described in detail in (Kaernbach, 1992) . The noise used throughout this study corresponds to the first six seconds of noise one of this Five subjects participated in this study. All subjects reported normal hearing. They had at least 1 h of training hearing repeated noises. The subjects were seated in a sound-proof booth and the repeated noises were presented diotically via Sennheiser 2002 headphones. The subjects were asked to tap the perceived period. They were told to ignore any apparent resemblance to a former presentation. The subjects were instructed to tap in synchrony with whatever they found to represent the period best. They reported tapping in synchrony with long patterns ("whooshing") occasionally, but in most cases to shorter, nearly punctuate events ("clanks"), as this was easier to synchronize.
B. Results
All subjects performed about 1000 runs. Each run can be described by the position of the window, its length, and by the noise instant indicated by the subjects tapping. For instance, subject ME perceives two striking events at 4.2 and at 5. There seems to be a minor striking event at 4.5. The 800-ms segments containing this event will, however, contain one of the other two, which are dominant and thus suppress the response to the event at 4.5.
There is remarkable consistency of the lines for different subjects. Several lines can be found for three or more subjects at the same place (0.3, 0.8, 2.4, 3.6, 4.2, 5.2). But there are also remarkable differences between the subjects.
For instance, at 5.0 there seems to be nothing special to subject CK, whereas for subject ME this is a very clear-cut and dominant event. This is reminiscent of the results of Kaernbach (1992) , where the correlation between subjects was notable, although not perfect. The next section addresses the origin of the intersubject differences.
II. EXPERIMENT I1: INTERSUBJECT DIFFERENCES
In the experiments of Preusser (1972), the signal was simply a sequence of tones differing in pitch. There is probably much less variation in the perception of this stimulus than in the perception of repeated noises. The responses to these stimuli were nevertheless variable. This indicates that this variability is assocli.ted with a more central process. The intersubject differences of tapping to repeated noise could, however, be due to perceptual differences as well. The following experiment employs a detection task to look for such perception diffe :ences. Subjects CK and ME participated in this study. The task of the subject was to detect the periodicity. The noise was presented, and the subject had 12 s to start tapping the perceived period. If the subject started tapping within these 12 s, the presentation was prolonged as necessary. If the subject did not start or if the subject started and the tapped period w•ts not in accordance with the presented quasiperiod, the t•fial was judged unsuccessful. The criterion for the discard was the same as in experiment I: If the standard deviation of the tapping points (modulo length of the quasiperiod) was more than 0.1r, the trial was judged unsuccessful. This guaranteed that successful tapping was only possible if the subject "got" the period. The crucial result was the percentage of successful tapping.
The tapping point was of no importance. 4 The variations of the length of the quasiperiod served in this experiment simply to disorient the subject regarding the actual periodicity; they are disregarded further on. Both subjects performed about 1000 runs. The probability that a noise instant from the 6000-ms master will be contained in the The upper panel compares the data for both subjects, whereas the lower two panels compare, for each subject, the data of this experiment with the data of experiment I.
The success rate was on average better than 50%, but there were large differences depending on the noise segment presented. Whereas some noise segments led to perfect or almost perfect periodicity detection, others seemed hard to detect. This perceptual property of each noise segment is in notable, but not perfect correlation for the two subjects. From 0.5 to 2.1 the results coincide remarkably, even better than could be expected from the sparse statistics. For other parts (2.3 to 3.6, 4.1 to 4.8), the graph of ME is following the graph of CK in parallel at a lower level of performance. This can be understood, as CK is the author and has extreme training in listening to repeated noises. Thus the performance of ME is in general lower or equal to the performance of CK.
There is one remarkable deviation from this trend: At 5.0 the performance of CK goes down to 15%, whereas ME performs successfully in about 45% of the presentations. This corresponds to the missing line at 5.0 in the data of experiment I for CK. This is an example of a clearcut perceptual difference between the subjects CK and ME. Subject CK did not simply choose to ignore the event at 5.0, preferring 5.2 instead, which would be a possible interpretation of the data from experiment I; he could not perceive this event at all. The lower two panels show for both subjects the percentage of successful tapping in comparison with the histogrammed tapping points of experiment I. The histogram peaks always correspond to high success rates, but the opposite is not true. High success rates at 3.45 do not lead to tapping this instant in the window experiment: The events at 3.1 and 3.6 seem to suppress the event at 3.4. It is remarkable that the results of the tapping task (experiment I) are compatible with the results of the detection task (experiment II). This is a justification for using the tapping task to study the feature perception.
It is interesting to note an informal observation of the subjects doing this task: It is much harder to detect the periodicity of only partially frozen repeating noise. But once having caught on to the repeating feature, it became clearer and clearer. Even for features hard to detect (i.e., with the subject starting tapping after nearly twelve seconds), the event got so clear that at the end one wondered how one could have missed it before. As the periodicity is partially destroyed, its detection is impaired. This could be seen as an indication that the detection of periodicity is based on the entire period. Once having caught the periodicity, however, the features emerge with the same prominence as if the noise were entirely periodic. The perception of features thus can be based on only small segments of the noise sample.
III. EXPERIMENT II1: SPECTRAL EXTENT
The third experiment was designed to determine the physical correlate of the perceived features in more detail: It determines the spectral range in which the physical equivalent to the perceived feature resides.
Several experiments have studied spectrally modified versions of repeated noise. Guttman and Julesz (1963) found that high-or low-pass filtering of the signal does not degrade the perception. Warren and Bashford (1981) showed that repetition is heard at all center frequencies when a «-octave filter is swept through broadband repeated noise. Bashford and Warren (1990) showed that bandpass filtered repeated noises can be memorized and can be recognized when presented later embedded in broadband parents. These experiments show that the phenomenon of detection of these long periodicities is relatively impervious to filtering. They do not tell us whether the perception of the distinct features is based on small spectral regions (e.g., a single channel) or on across-channel correlations (e.g., as found in comodulation experiments; for a review see Moore, 1990 ). The following experiment tries to answer this question.
A. Method
The upper two panels of Fig. 3 The lower panels for Fig. 3 describe the way the data were plotted. Each run is completely described by three values: The cut frequency f, the high-pass tapping point t, and the delay-correlated low-pass tapping point t'. If we knew which of t and t' is the relevant coordinate, we could plot the data on a two-dimensional panel. The left-hand and the middle panel of the lower row present example data with respect to t and with respect to t'. The cut frequency is shown on the ordinate. For cut frequencies below 500 Hz the tapping point is constant with respect to t, whereas above 1200 Hz t' seems to be the relevant coordinate. Between these two frequencies, the feature seems to split off; both tapping relative to t and to t' is possible. To compare high-pass tapping and low-pass tapping more easily, a two-pass plot was designed. The lower-right-hand panel shows the same data plotted with respect to t (gray dots) or with respect to t' (black dots), depending on the concentration of data points in their "neighborhood" in the previous plots? In this kind of plot the transition region and thus the spectrotemporal location of the feature is easy to see.
During the pilot experiments it was noted that it was rather hard to work with a single noise sample: The partial resemblance of successive runs tended to introduce confusion and bias. Therefore five different noise samples were presented in random order. The samples were cut from the six seconds of noise used throughout this study: The positions are indicated by the labeled bars in Fig. 2. A cut frequency was chosen at random between 100 Hz and 10 kHz, and the low-pass was delayed by a random amount. The low-and high-pass filtering was achieved by a fast Fourier transform (FFT). The filter shape was strictly rectangular. The delay operation was performed by multiplying the lines with the appropriate phase-shift factors. The signal was then resynthesized. The segments were 819.2-ms long (2 TM data points) to ease FFT processing Seven hundred to 1700 runs were done by the subjects. Figure 4 shows the r,:sulting two-pass plots. Let us first discuss panel (B, FC). The feature seems striking, as long as the cut frequency is above 2.2 kHz or below 500 Hz. But there is a clear-cut gap between these two points: The feature appears to be destroyed, and the subject chooses another feature instead. This suggests across-channel processing: A cut between the relevant channels will destroy their temporal relation and will make the feature disappear. There are two other panels suggesting across-channel processing: (D, DM) and <E, ME). The other panels show more or less broad transition regions where both tapping to the low-pass or to the high-pass occurs. The transition regions may be rather sharp (e.g., within one third octave band in (D, FC) ) or spread as much as 1.5 octaves (e.g., (A, ME)). In the latter case we have to assume some integration process, taking into account evidence from a certain spectrotemporal region.
B. Results
Some panels show a remarkable consistency between subjects: (D, MC and FC), (E, FC and DM), or (•1, CK and ME and DM) show good coincidence of the spectrotemporal location of the feature. It is interesting to note that sometimes a good temporal coincidence is due to features in completely different spectral regions (e.g., (C, CK and ME)). In this case l:he subjects seem to have listened to different features, which coincidentally were at the same time.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
When the auditory system is presented with repeated white noise, it will enhmace details of this noisy structure which we otherwise would not perceive. These details can be localized on the spectrotemporal plane, and they are generally extended over not more than 100 ms. The perception of repeated noise seems to be based on a learning process. With undisturbed repeating noise, this learning is so fast ("one-shot learning") that one could mistake it for a peripheral detection process. The learning nature of this process becomes clearer when the evidence for a recurrence of the features is reduced as in experiment Ih Now, several samples are required before a recurrence is detected. However, once having learned the regularity, the periodic structure becomes evident.
The learning process seems to involve sensory memory. This is not only suggested by the remarkable coincidence of the time limits for sensory memory and for effortless periodicity detection. Two informal observations by the author also strengthen this idea.
(1) Warren and Bashford (1981) reported that trained subjects can detect periodicities as long as ten seconds. The author of the present study is such a subject. It is striking that the events he perceived were nevertheless contained in approximately 1 s: A 10-s cycle sounded homogeneous for 9 s and structured for I s. The detection mechanism seems to concentrate on a particular segment of I s length, which will fit into the sensory memory, and tries to detect its recurrence.
(2) In general, n cycles of a noise segment will evoke only n-1 repetitions of the perceived events: The first cycle sounds homogeneous. If, however, the subject was trained on this segment, the events will already show up during the first cycle. In this case, there is apparently no need to fill the sensory buffer and to wait for the recurrence of its contents.
Stimuli composed of noise segments with especially dominant features were constructed to try to increase the density of perceived events. This did not work. The features seem to suppress each other, leaving at most 2 or 3 events per cycle. This is reminiscent of the suppression effect found in a previous study (Kaernbach, 1992) . On the other hand, it would be interesting to see whether a featureless noise (composed from noise segments with few and weak features) would have special masking properties. Hartmann and Pumplin (1988) showed that noise with reduced fluctuations, so-called low-noise noise, masks less than normal noise. Featureless noise might show similar properties. The difficulty is that one should measure the dominance of the noise segments to select the featureless segments without having the subject learn them all.
The present study concentrated on repeating noises in the range from I to 2.5 cps, since the tapping task can be used to isolate features in this case. But there are probably the same mechanisms at work for longer periods ( The concentration of data points in the neighborhood of a certain point was compared algorithmically as fi)llows: The two plots with respect to t and to t' were generated :ndependently. We then summed for each point an attractive "potential" for all other points, with nearby points making smaller (more negative) contributions. The spectral bandwidth of this potential was about I octave. Finally, the summed potentials were compared for the two plots, and the smaller one decided which was the appropriate coordinate for this point.
